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Abstract 
We show that genetic rational transformations of the Stieltjes function with polynomial coefficients (ST) can be presented 
as a finite superposition of four fundamental e ementary transforms: Chtistoffel transform (CT), Geronimus transform (GT) 
and forward and backward associated transformations A+T, A-T. It is shown that the Laguerre-Hahn polynomials (LHP) 
on arbitrary nonuniform lattice are covariant with respect o ST (i.e., ST of a LHP yields another LHP), whereas the 
semi-classical polynomials are covariant with respect to a subclass of linear ST. Some applications of these results to the 
theory of the semi-classical polynomials are considered. 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper we consider spectral transformations of the orthogonal polynomials (OP) on the 
interval following from general rational transformations of the Stieltjes function. 
In the introduction we recall well known needed facts concerning OP and Stieltjes function. For 
details see, e.g. [1, 11, 38]. 
Monic OP P,(x) are defined by three-term recurrence r lation 
Pn+l(x) + u.P,_l(x) + b,P,(x)--  xP,(x) (1.1) 
and initial conditions 
Po(x) = 1, Pl(x) =x  - bo. (1.2) 
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By term 'monic' we mean that the leading term in Pn(x) is x n as is seen from (1.1), (1.2). If 
Un > 0, n = 1,2,... and bn are real for n = 0, 1,... then Pn(x) are orthogonal on the real axis with 
some positive weight function w(x) (so-called Favard theorem [11]) 
a a2 Pn(x )Pm(x )w(x ) dx = hn(~nrn, (1.3) 
I 
where h, = UlU2"''Un > 0 are normalization constants and the limits of integrations may be arbitrary 
(a l  /> - -  ~ ,  a2 ~< ~) .  
The functions 
~a "a2 Pn(y)w(y) dy 
Fn(x) = , xZ  Y (1.4) 
are the second (independent) solution of the recurrence relation (1.1) with the same spectral para- 
meter x. The Stieltjes function 
~a " 2 W--(xY--)dY (1.5) F(x) =F0(x) = , Y 
plays a key role in theory of orthogonal polynomials [1, 11, 38]. Indeed, in many problems the 
function F(x) has more simple analytical and transformation properties than the weight function 
w(x) and hence F(x) is often much more convenient for analysis. Note that w(x) can be restored 
by means of inverse Stieltjes transform [1, 40]. 
The Stieltjes function plays the role of moments generating function 
F(z) 1 lzl lak =-  + +' . "  + +. . -  (1.6) 
z 7 ' 
where the moments #k are defined as 
lak = w(x)x kdx, k= 1,2,. . . .  (1.7) 
I 
In this definition it is assumed that the weight function is normalized 
f a2 w(x)dx = (1.8) 1. 
1 
One of the (numerous) important properties of the Stieltjes function is its representation in terms 
of continuous fraction [ 1 ] 
Ul 
U2 
X - -  b l  
x - b2  - . . .  
Formula (1.9) allows one to restore (in principle) the recurrence coefficients un,bn from F(x). In 
fact, the formula (1.9) was a starting point in constructing general theory of orthogonal polynomials 
in pioneering works by Chebyshev and Stieltjes. We will use Stieltjes function F(z) as a main tool 
in investigation of spectral transforms of OP. 
I 
F(x) = (1.9) 
X - -  b 0 - 
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Note that we will assume that the linear functional corresponding to the Stieltjes function F(z) is 
quasi-definite. This means that the Hankel determinants satisfy the conditions det II#,÷jll ¢ 0, 0 ~< i, 
j ~< N for all N----1,2,.... The case of nondefinite functional is more complicated (see, e.g., [31] in 
context of the considered problem). We will not consider this case here. 
2. Rational transformations of the Stieltjes function 
In this section we give definition of generic spectral transform. Let 
F(Z) ~ ~ #n (2.1) 
Z n+ 1 n=0 
be formal Stieltjes function (SF) with given moments #n, n= 1,2,..., #0 = 1 (by term 'formal' we 
mean that questions of convergence of the series (2.1) are not considered here). 
By rational Stieltjes spectral transformations ST of F(z) we mean the following transformation: 
F(z) = A(z)F(z) + B(z) (2.2) 
C(z)F(z) + D(z)' 
where A(z), B(z), C(z), D(z) are some polynomials in z. These polynomials hould be chosen in 
such a manner that the function fi(z) has the same asymptotic behavior as initial function F(z) 
F(Z) = 1 ~1 ~k (2.3) -+  +. . .+  +. . .  
z Y ' 
where fik are transformed moments. Hence in general the coefficients of the polynomials A(z),B(z), 
C(z),D(z) should depend on the given SF F(z) (in other words, the polynomials A(z),... ,D(z) may 
depend on the moments #,). This means, in particular that ST do not form a group (in contrast o 
a well known set of rational transformations of complex numbers). Indeed, for a given ST there can 
exists many different reciprocal ST. Consider an example. The simplest nontrivial inear ST 
S(a)V = F(z) = (z - a)F(z) - 1, (2.4) 
#1 - -  a 
contains only one free parameter a (the denominator f (2.4) is uniquely determined for given a in 
order to provide needed asymptotics of F(z)). The reciprocal to (2.4) is the transformation 
S- ' (a ,7 )F -  7F(z) + 1, (2.5) 
z - -a  
where 7 is arbitrary parameter. It is easily verified that S(a)S-l(a,y)=I but S-~(a,v)S(a)¢I, 
where I is identical transformation. The transformations S(a) and S-l(a, 7) play a crucial role and 
will be considered in more details in the next section. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that one can always construct a superposition of two ST, and moreover 
for a given ST there is at least one reciprocal ST. Hence we can introduce quivalence classes of 
Stieltjes functions: two different Stieltjes functions F~(z),Fz(z) are called Stieltjes equivalent (SE) if 
there exists a ST transforming Fl(z) to F2(z). It is obvious that this definition indeed splits a set of 
Stieltjes functions into equivalence classes. 
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Among these equivalence classes there are two important subclasses: 
1. A subclass of SF equivalent under linear transformations (i.e., C(z)= 0); 
2. A subclass of SF equivalent under ST with constant determinant, i.e., for these transformations 
we have A(z) = A(z)D(z) - B(z)C(z) -- const. 
As we will see all possible ST can be presented as a finite superposition of transformations 
belonging to the subclasses 1 and 2. 
Note that F. Peherstorfer in [31] completely analyzed the subclass 2 with additional assumptions 
~(A) < O(C), ~(B) < O(D) where ~(A) stands for degree of the polynomial A. 
The problem of classifying all possible transformations of OP corresponding to generic rational 
transforms (2.2) was raised in [24] but as far as we know it was not yet solved. 
In what follows we will assume that ST (2.2) is irreducible, i.e., there is no common polynomial 
factor for the polynomials A(z),B(z), C(z),D(z). 
3. Linear spectral transformation for the orthogonal polynomials 
Postponing studying of the generic case (2.2) to the next section we consider firstly special cases 
of this transform in order to show that it leads to a sufficiently rich class of transformations of OP. 
Namely, consider the subclass of linear spectral transformations when C(z) = 0 in (2.2), i.e., 
F(z) = A(z)F(z) + B(z) (3.1) 
D(z) 
It can be shown that in this case corresponding transformations for the OP are reduced to finite 
combination of genetic Christoffel and Geronimus transforms. 
Recall that Christoffel transform of OP is defined by [38] 
P,(x) = P,+l(x) - A,Pn(x), (3.2) 
X -- O~ 
where A, =P,+I(~)/P,(~) and a is arbitrary parameter. The Christoffel transform leads to so-called 
kernel polynomial P,(x) [11] playing an important role in many questions connected with spectral 
theory of OP. The recurrence coefficients are transformed as 
~tnzunAn/An-l, bn~bn+l + An+l -An .  (3.3) 
The weight and Stieltjes functions are transformed as 
(x  - 
#(x) - , (3.4) 
#1 - c¢ 
ff'(x) = (x - ~)F(x) - 1 (3.5) 
It is easily seen that the condition i f (x)> 0 leads to the restriction a ~< al or a >/az, i.e., auxiliary 
spectral parameter ~ should lies outside the spectral interval. This restrictions is evident from the 
theory of kernel polynomials [11]. From (3.3) we find transformation f the normalization constants 
hn =hnAn(~- #1) -I, n= 1,2 .... , /~0 =h0 = 1. (3.6) 
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It is seen from (3.6) that Christoffel transform (CT) conserves normalization of the weight function. 
Note also that #1 = b0. We see from (3.5) that CT is a special case of the linear spectral transform 
(3.1) with 
z -c t  1 
A(z ) -  - - ,  B(z) =- - - ,  D(z) = 1. (3.7) 
#l  - -  O~ ~A 1 - -  O~ 
It is easily seen that conversely, if we start with linear ST with B(z) = const., D(z) = l, then A(z) 
shouM be a polynomial of the first degree (in order to provide (2.3)) and the only choice for such ST 
is (3.7). Thus the linear ST with B(z)= const, coincides with CT containing one free parameter ~. 
Consider a chain of N CT with the parameters ~1, ~2,..., aN. Then from (3.5) we have 
F(N)(z) =A(z)F(z)  + B(z), (3.8) 
where A(z)= const. (z - ~q)... (z - :¢U) is a polynomial of Nth degree with zeros coinciding with 
auxiliary parameters ~k and B(z) is some polynomial of N -  1 degree. This transformation contains 
N free parameters ctk, k = 1,2,... ,N. Conversely, if we start with linear ST with D(z) -- 1 and A(z) 
being some polynomial of the N-th order having arbitrary zeros ~i then B(z) should be a polynomial 
of the (N - 1)-th order in order to provide a true asymptotic behavior (2.3). Moreover, it is easily 
seen that for given zeros of A(z) both the polynomials B(z) and the coefficient at leading term z u of 
A(z) are determined uniquely (via moments ttk of the Stieltjes function F(z)). Thus general inear 
ST with C(z)= O, D(z)--  1 is equivalent to a set of N succeeding CT. 
Reciprocal to CT is Geronimus transform GT found in 1940 [16, 17] (see also [26, 13, 20] where 
the similar problem was considered). GT is written as 
/50=1,  /sn(x)=Pn(x)-BnPn_l(X), n= 1,2,..., (3.9) 
where  Bn = On/~)n--1 and the function ~bn is a solution of the recurrence relation (1.1) with auxiliary 
spectral parameter ~: 
dP,--Fn(~)+ZPn(~), n=0,1 , . . . .  (3.10) 
In general, Z is arbitrary, however, if one wishes that the new polynomials/sn(x) possess positive 
weight function then there are some restrictions for possible values of 2; (obviously the restrictions 
for c( are the same as in the case of CT). 
The recurrence coefficients are transformed according to the formulas 
~l 1 = ~)11(t~ 2, ~l n = Un_lBnlBn_l, n = 2, 3, . . . ,  
Do = bo + BI, l)n = bn + Bn+l - Bn, n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (3.11) 
Note that seeming disagreement of expressions (3.11 ) between the initial and the next values of 
fin, b, is due to specific initial conditions (1.2) for OP. 
For the transformed weight and Stieltjes functions one has [16] 
~(x) = Zf(x - :¢) + w(x)@¢ - x) - I ,  (3.12) 
Z + F(oO 
F(x) = F(cO + Z - F(x) (3.13) 
(x - c¢)( Z + F(~))" 
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It is easily seen that indeed the transform (3.13) is reciprocal to (3.5). However, in contrast o CT 
the transform (3.13) contains two free parameters ~ and Z. The second free parameter Z defines the 
value of additional discrete mass in the spectrum of the polynomials P,(x) as is seen from (3.12). 
Note that for the case Z = 0 the GT reduces to the transformation found by Uvarov [39]. Conversely, 
let us start with linear ST with C(z)= O, A(z)= 1, B(z)= const. ~ 1. Then it is easily found that 
D(z) is polynomial of the first degree with the only restriction for their coefficients. Hence we get 
just GT (3.13). 
More generally, by induction one can prove that generic linear ST with C(z)= O, A(z)--1, i.e., 
F(z) = F(z) + B(z) (3.14) 
D(z) 
is equivalent o N succeeding GT. Note that in (3.14) the polynomial D(z) is of the Nth order 
whereas the polynomial B(z) is of the N-1  order. There are 2N free parameters: N+ 1 coefficients of 
the polynomial D(z) and N-1  coefficients of the polynomial B(z) (obviously the leading coefficients 
of the polynomials D(z) and B(z) should coincide with one another, and hence only N - 1 of the 
remaining coefficients of B(z) can be chosen as independent). 
Let us denote the Cristoffel transformation by C(~) and the Geronimus transformation by G(~, Z) 
(this means that, e.g., acting of C(~) to a orthogonal polynomial P,(x) yields P,(x) by (3.2), etc.). 
It is easily seen that for different values of ~ these transformations commute with one another: 
C(~l )G(0~2, Z) = G(~2, z)C(~I ). However for the same parameter ~we have the following relations: 
C(cQG(~,z)=L G(ct, z)C(~)= U(c~, Z), (3.15) 
where I is identical transform and U(~,Z) is the so-called Uvarov transformation UT [39] adding 
a single mass to the weight function at the point x--~: 
W(X) Jr Z(o~ -- ~1 )t~(x -- ~) 
k(x) = (3.16) 
1 + Z(~ - /~ l  ) 
For the corresponding Stieltjes function we have 
• ~(x) = F(x) + Z(~ - #l)(x - ~)-1 
1 + Z(Ct -/~1) (3.17) 
It is seen that UT add a simple pole to F(z) and has two free parameters: the location of the 
pole ~ and the value of residue corresponding to this pole. It is easily seen that generic linear ST 
consisting in adding a simple pole to the Stieltjes function is reduced to UT (3.17). In fact, UT 
(3.17) is contained (in implicit form) in Geronimus papers [16, 17]. 
Combining several transformations C(~) and G(~,Z) (with different values of the parameters 
and Z) we can construct DT of arbitrary order for OP. Explicitly this transformation was found 
in [17] in determinant form. Another approach to the same problem (based on nonlinear difference 
relations for the recurrence coefficients) can be found, e.g., in [41, 42] and some other papers (see 
also the review [ 15] concerning applications of such transformations in numerical approximations). 
Consider linear ST composed from K times of CT with the parameters ~i, i = 1,2,.. . ,  k and J 
times of GT with the parameters fl/, Z/, i = 1,2,... , J .  It follows from previous considerations that 
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resulting Stieltjes function is 
crm(x - ~l)(x - ~z)" " (x - ~K)F(x) + R~(x)  
FKj(X) = , (3.18) 
(X-- V1)(X -- Y2) ' ' ' (X - -  Vj) 
where ar~ is a constant, and Rt~(x) is some polynomial the order of which is max(K - 1,J - 1 ). 
Corresponding transformed monic orthogonal polynomials P,{rJ}(x) can be explicitly presented in 
the determinant form 
(X -- ~1 )(X -- ~2)""" (X -- ~K)P~{~}(x) 
where 
On ~--- 
= (D.) - '  
P._j(x) P._j+,(x) 
P.-J (~,) P.-J +, (~,) 
Pn--J(O~K) Pn-J+l (~XK) 
~bn-J(~)l ; X] ) ~)n--Jq-l(Yl;Xl) 
~n--J(YJ; X J) ~)n-J+l(YJ; Z J) 
en+K(x) 
~+~(~, ) 
P.+K(~x) , 
4~.+~(vl ; Zl ) 
~n+K(VJ ; )~J) 
~- J  (~1) p._j+, (c~1) . . .  P.+K-, (~,) 
Pn-J(O~K) Pn-J+l (~K) " ' '  Pn+K-1 (O(K) 
~)n-J(Yl;Z1) ~)n-J+l(V1;Zl) "'" ~)n+K_I(Y1;Z1) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Recall that qS,(z; Z )= Qn(z)+ gP~(z) is an arbitrary solution of the recurrence quation q5,+1 + bn~b, + 
Un~n--, =Z~n. 
Using the recurrence relation (1.1) we can present he formula (3.19) in a concise (but rather 
implicit) form 
P(r'J)(x) = qn(x)P,(x) + rn(x)Pn_l(X), (3.21) 
where q,(x),rn(x) are some rational functions whose orders depend only on K,J  (but not on n). 
This means that only the coefficients of the functions qn(x), rn(x) may depend on n. 
Note that Maroni proposed [27] another form of the OP transformation (it can be easily shown 
that this transformation corresponds to generic linear transformation of the Stieltjes function) 
n+K 
B(x)Pn~IU)(x) = ~ ~,,~Pk(x), (3.22) 
k=n--J 
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where B(x) is the polynomial of K-th order with the roots 71,...,~K, and ¢,,k are some numbers 
(not depending on x). It is obvious that the determinant formula (3.20) can be rewritten in the form 
(3.22). 
The case of coinciding parameters 7j = 7k or (and)/~j = ilk, Xj = Zk for some j, k can be considered 
analogously and leads to replacing of entries in corresponding rows in (3.19) by their derivatives. 
We do not analyze this (exceptional) situation here. 
Note that the determinant formula (3.19) was obtained by Uvarov [39] for special case Zj = 0, k = 
1,2,.. . ,  J when no additional discrete masses appear in the transformed measure. 
Now we can formulate the following. 
Proposition 1. The general inear ST (3.1) can be presented as a finite superposition of CT and 
GT. 
Proof. Let F(1)(z) be the Stieltjes function obtained from F(z) after generic linear ST (3.1) with 
some polynomials A(z),B(z),D(z). Then we can apply to F(1)(z) a chain of CT (3.8) obtaining 
a new function 
F (2) =.4(z)F(1)(z) + B(z), (3.23) 
with some polynomials A(z) and/~(z) such that the roots of the polynomial A(z) can be chosen as 
arbitrary parameters. Hence we can always choose A(z)= ?D(z), where ~, is some constant. Then 
F(2)= ?D(z)F(1)(z) + B(z)= ?F(z)A(z) + ?B(z) + B(z). (3.24) 
But the transformation (3.24) is reduced to already considered case (3.8). Hence the function F(2)(z) 
is obtained from the function F(z) by means of a chain of CT. On the other hand, the function 
F(l)(z), by construction, is obtained from F(2)(z) by means of a chain of GT (because generic GT 
is reciprocal to CT). Thus the function F(1)(z) is obtained from F(z) by means of a chain of CT 
and GT. 
As a consequence, we conclude that for orthogonal polynomials any linear transformation of the 
Stieltjes function leads (by (3.21)) to the following transformation: 
Pn(x) = qn(x)P,(x) + rn(x)Pn-l(X), (3.25) 
where q,(x),rn(x) are some rational functions whose degrees do not depend on n. 
It is worth mentioning that the case of multiple zeros of the polynomial D(x) (this means that cor- 
responding GT have several coinciding parameters ilk) is very interesting, for it leads to a nontrivial 
orthogonality relation for corresponding transformed polynomials. Namely, the weight function for 
corresponding polynomials may contain terms proportional to derivatives of Dirac function 6(x-  xo) 
(for theory of polynomials corresponding to such weights see, e.g., [10]). 
Note that the set of all linear transforms of OP is equivalent to the set of so-called Darboux trans- 
formations (DT) of OP. DT are of great importance in modem mathematical physics as a powerful 
tool for constructing solutions of non-linear integrable quations (for details concerning applications 
of DT to OP and discrete integrable systems ee e.g. [14, 35-37]). 
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4. Rational spectral transformations 
In the previous section we considered the case of purely linear (i.e., C(z)= 0) ST and showed 
that any such ST can be presented as a superposition of finite steps of (arbitrary) CT and GT. 
In this section we return to a more general (and more complicated) rational ST defined by the 
formula (2.2). 
First of all we present here two elementary and well known ST with D(z) # O. Consider transfor- 
mation from the polynomials P,(x) to the k-associated polynomials P,(k)(x) defined by the recurrence 
relation [ 19] 
P(k+] (X ) q- Un+kP(k_~ (X) q- bn+kp(k )(x ) = xp(k )(x ) (4.1) 
and initial conditions 
PCok)(x ) = 1, P(k)(x) =x - bk, (4.2) 
where the recurrence coefficients u,,b, are the same as for the initial polynomials P,(x) and k = 
1,2,... (obviously k = 0 corresponds to initial polynomials). A simple exercise with continued frac- 
tion (1.9) leads to the following well known formula of the Stieltjes function F(k)(x) corresponding 
to k-associated polynomials 
F(k)(x)_ F~(x) (4.3) 
ukfk-l(x)' 
where the functions Fk(x) are defined by (1.4). They can be expressed as [19] 
Fk(x) = F(x)Pk(x) - PkO_](x). (4.4) 
Thus from (4.3) and (4.4) we see that the function F(k)(x) is expressed in terms of the function F(x) 
via rational transformation (2.2) with A(z)=Pk(z), B(z)=--Pk(l_)l(z), C(z)= ukPk-l(z), D(z)=-uk  
Pk(l_~z(Z). Note that the transformation (4.3) does not contain free parameters, because the k-associated 
polynomials are determined uniquely in terms of P,(x). 
Using recurrence relation (1.1) we can rewrite the transformation P (X)= P,(k)(X) to the k-associated 
polynomials in the form [18] 
p(k) = qn(x)Pn(x) q- rn(x)p(l_] (x), (4.5) 
where q,(x),rn(X) are some polynomials of fixed degree. 
The reciprocal (backward) transform with respect o (4.3) was considered in [34]. Define new 
recurrence coefficients {u,,bn} by 
/~, =b, -k ,  n=k,k  + l , . . . ,  5n=Un_k, n=k + l ,k + 2 . . . . .  (4.6) 
whereas the parameters b0, hi,..., bk-I and 51,52,..., 5k are defined as arbitrary numbers (of course, 
if we want for the polynomials Pn(X) to have a positive weight function we should choose 5k > 0). 
Then we define the polynomials P~(-k)(x) by the recurrence relation (1.1) and initial conditions (1.2) 
with {u,,b,} replaced with {5,,b,}. It is obvious from (4.3) that corresponding Stieltjes function 
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F(-k)(x) is 
~ ( -k )  F u P/_2 (x) (x)- 
F(-k)(x) ----- ~ Pk<-k+ 1)(X) " (4.7) 
Here by P,(-k+')(x) we denote the polynomials associated~ with~ respect o P,(-k)(x). Obviously the ra- 
tional transformation (4.7) contains 2k free parameters b0, bl , . . . ,  bk_, and 51,52,..., 5k. For example 
in the simplest case k = 1 we have 
1 
F (-1) = (4.8) 
x - Do - 51F(x) 
and we see that F(-1)(x) indeed contains 2 free parameters Do and 51. 
Thus both forward and backward associated transformations (4.3), (4.7) are some special cases of 
general rational transformations. It is interesting to consider a superposition of these transformations. 
Denote by T k the direct associated transformation to kth associated polynomials, and by T-k(Di, 5~) 
the reciprocal transformation containing 2k free parameters described above (sometimes we will 
omit the dependence of T -k in parameters bg, ui). Obviously TkT l= T k+t and TkT-*= I (where I is 
identical operator). The superposition T- iT  k (where j , k  are arbitrary positive integers) is equivalent 
to the following transformation of the recurrence parameters 
Un j 'k  = {51,52,..., 5j, Uk+l, Uk+2,...}, (4.9) 
where j parameters 51 . . . . .  5j are arbitrary. Analogous expression is valid for the bi. The superposition 
TkT -j (where j>k)  is equivalent to the following transformation 
u,,u2,...}, (4.10) 
where only j - k parameters 5k+l, 5k+2,.. .  , 5j are arbitrary. Hence we see that in general the trans- 
formations Tk and T -j do not commute with one another. 
There is one important special case of this superposition taking place for k = j .  We have T-kT k = 
CR(bi, 5i) where by CR(bi, 5i) we denote so-called generalized co-recursive transformation i troduced 
by Chihara [12]. From (4.10) we see that this transformation consists in replacing of the first 2k 
recurrence parameters b0,...,bk-i and u~,...,uk with arbitrary another parameters D0,...,Dk-1 and 
5, .... ,5k respectively whereas all other recurrence coefficients b,, n = k, k + 1,... and Un, n = k + 
1,k + 2,...  remain unchanged. 
Note that Chihara in [12] defined co-recursive polynomials P*(x) as obeying the same recurrence 
relation (1.1) but with modified initial conditions (instead of (1.2)): P*(x)=co, P* (x )=x-  cl, 
where Co, cl are arbitrary constants (Chihara considered only the case Co = 1). It is easily seen that 
Chihara's definition is equivalent o our one for k= 1 (then Do =cl,51 =ulc0). Generalization of 
Chihara's definition to arbitrary k was introduced by Maroni in [27]. His definition of 'r-order 
perturbed forms' is equivalent to the co-reeursive transformation CR(Di, si). 
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Obviously, co-recursive transform also belongs to the class of rational ST (2.2) (as superposition 
of two such transformations). For example for the simplest case k--  1 we get the transformation 
F(z) = ulF(z) (4.11 ) 
(U l (X  - -  50)  - -  /~l (X - -  bo))F(x) ÷ (q" 
The formula (4.11) was obtained by Chihara [12] in a slightly different (but equivalent) form. 
In what follows we will call transformations F ~+~) and their arbitrary superposition as association 
transforms AT (if necessary we will distinct forward A+T (corresponding to F <k)) and backward 
A-T  (corresponding to F ~-k)) AT. 
Using recurrence relation (1.1) it can be easily shown that general rational transform belonging 
to the classes A + induces corresponding transformation of the orthogonal polynomials in the form 
which is similar to (4.5) 
Pn(x) = q,(x)Pn(x) ÷ rn(x)P(nl_~(x), (4.12) 
where qn(X),rn(x) are  some rational functions of fixed degrees. 
Combining linear ST (3.1) and +k associated transformations we get a wide class of rational 
ST (2.2). In fact, these two classes of transformations are enough to construct generic rational 
transformation. 
Proposition 2. Any rational ST  can be obtained as a superposition of  linear and associated 
elementary transformations. 
In order to prove this important statement we firstly prove the following 
Lemma 1. Apply&9 Chr&toffel or Geronimus transformations to the given rational transformation 
with matrix ( A B C D ) we can always achieve the condition 
~(A) - 0 (C)= 1. (4.13) 
Proof. If 0(A) ~< O(C) - 1 then it is sufficient o apply two succeeding Christoffel transforms (with 
arbitrary auxiliary parameters) to achieve the condition (4.13). If 0(A)= a(C) then it is sufficient o 
apply one CT. If 0(A)>t~(C)+ 1 then it is sufficient o apply J succeeding Geronimus transforms 
where J = a(A) - 0(C) - 1. This proves the Lemma. 
Now we can prove the Proposition 2. Assuming the condition (4.13) already fulfilled we apply 
the backward transformation (4.7). After this transformation we get for the transformed C(z) the 
expression 
C(z) = ~kA(z)Pk_~(z) -- C(z)Pk(z). (4.14) 
Clearly the polynomials /Sk(z) and Pk-l(Z) can be chosen arbitrary. Indeed, instead of choosing 
arbitrary 2k recurrence parameters we can choose fik and arbitrary Pk(z) and/3k_l(z). Then all other 
parameters Uk-1,...,Ul and bk-1,...,bo are determined uniquely (see, e.g. [19, Section 3.5]). Hence 
we can choose the degree k and the polynomials uch that/Sk(z) = fikA(z), /3k_l(z)= C(z) leading 
to C(z )=0.  But this means that we reduced our transformation to the linear form (3.1). Thus any 
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rational spectral transformation can be reduced to linear form by means of finite number of linear 
and associative transformations. This proves the proposition. 
This proposition means, in particular, that we can always present arbitrary rational transformation 
as a product of finite numbers of four elementary spectral transformations: CT, GT, A+T and A-T.  
It is interesting to note that the class of AT is isolated from the class of linear transformations by
the condition det IIRII = const., where R is the matrix (A ~). Indeed, it is easily verified that for the 
linear transformations (i.e., CT and GT) the determinant of the matrix R is a polynomial with degree 
being a sum of total numbers of CT and GT. Hence the transformation belongs to the AT class if 
and only if the determinant of this transformation is a constant. (The condition det IIRII--const. for 
AT class follows from the well known identity [19] Pk_~(z)P~(l_](z)- Pk(z)P(l_)2(z ) =ulu2...un_~ ). 
Finally note that combining (3.25) and (4.12) we arrive at transformation f the orthogonal poly- 
nomials induced by generic rational transformation f the Stieltjes function (2.2): 
en(x) ~- qn(x)Pn(x) ÷ rn(x)Pn-a (x) ÷ Sn(X)P (1)(X) ÷ tn(x)en(l_] (X), (4.15) 
where q,(x),r,(x),s,(x),t,(x) are some rational functions of fixed degrees (not depending on n). 
5. Invariance properties of the Laguerre-Hahn polynomials 
The Laguerre-Hahn polynomials (LHP) of discrete argument were introduced by Magnus [22]. 
First of all recall some basic definitions of [22]. The operators E1 and E2 act on arbitrary function 
f (x )  
E1 f (x )  = f(yl(x)) ,  Ezf(x)  = f(y2(x)), (5.1) 
where the functions ym(x) are defined by the two basic conditions 
yl(x) + yz(x) =polynomial of degree 1, 
yl(x)y2(x) = polynomial of degree ~<2. 
The operators ~ and J/g are defined as 
---- (y2(x) - yl(x))-l(E2 - E1 ), 
~'  = + E2). 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Then from the (5.2) it is seen [22] that the operators ~ and ~// leave the space of polynomials 
in variable x invariant. More precisely, the operator ~/transforms any polynomial ~b(x) of the nth 
degree into another polynomial of the same degree, whereas the operator ~ transforms ~b(x) into a 
polynomial of the (n -  1)th degree. 
Then LHP are defined as orthogonal polynomials with Stieltjes function F(x) obeying the (Riccati) 
difference quation [22] 
a(x )~F(x ) = b(x )E1F(x )E2F(x ) + c(x )~lgF(x ) + d (x ), (5.5) 
where a, b, c, d are polynomials. If b -  0 then one gets so-called semi-classical polynomials (SCP) 
of a discrete argument (these polynomials were also studied by Magnus [22, 23]). 
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LHP and SCP have many nice properties resembling those of classical orthogonal polynomials 
(difference-difference relations, difference quations, etc., for details see [21]). 
The main statement of this section is 
Proposition 3. The set of LHP is invariant under the rational spectral transformations (2.2). 
Before proving this proposition we need the following: 
Lemma 2. Let ¢I)N(X ) and TiM(X) be two arbitrary polynomials of the orders N and M, respectively. 
Then the expression 
qb Q ~ ~N(Y2)~M(Y l )  -- qbN(Yl)~M(Y2) 
Y2 - Yl 
is a polynomial of degree <. N + M - 1 and the expression 
q~ ® ~ -- ~N(Y2)7%(yl) + fI)N(Yl )~M(Y2) 
is a polynomial of degree <.N + M. In particular, • • ¢I ) :2~N(Y2)~N(Y l )  is a polynomial of 
degree <~ 2N. 
Proof. Consider the expression 
m n m n Yl Y2 - Y2 Yl = (YlY2)m(Y~ -m -- yln-m) 
Y2 -- Yl Y2 -- Yl 
(5.6) 
Assuming that m <n we see that (y lY2)  m is a polynomial of degree ~<2m whereas (y~-m- -y~-m) / (y  2 -
Yl) is a polynomials of degree n - m - 1 (by the main property of the operator ~). Hence the ex- 
pression (5.6) is a polynomial of degree ~<n +m-  1. Quite analogously we find that the expression 
m n m n 
Yl Y2 + Y2 Yl (5.7) 
is a polynomial of degree ~<n + m (by the main property of the operator Jg). Then the statement 
of the Lemma is an obvious consequence of the above proved properties of the expressions (5.6) 
and (5.7). 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let (~ ~) be the matrix of rational transformation (2.2) from F(z) to  
F(z) and (~ b) be matrix of reciprocal transform from F(z) to F(z) (note that these matrices are 
not reciprocal to one another because they should differ by a polynomial common factor in order 
to provide polynomiality of the coefficients ,,~(z) . . . . .  /)(z)). Substituting F(z) expressed in terms of 
/~(z) into the equation (5.5) we arrive after simple calculations at the equation 
a(x)~P(x) = [~(x)Elfi(x)Ezfi(x) + 6(x)~lfi(x) + d(x), (5.8) 
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with the coefficients 
2~(x) = a(x)(A ® D - B ® C) - b(x)(Ay)2(A @ B) 
+ c(x)(Ay)2 (B @ C - A @ 1)) + d(x)(Ay)2(1) @ C); 
2 
6(x) = a(x)(C @ B + b @ A) + b(x)(A ® B) + c(x)(.4 ®/) +/} ® C)/2 + d(x)(£) ® C); 
b(x) = ½(b(x)(.d ® A) + d(x)(C ® C) + c(x)(A ® t~) + 2a(x)(C @ A)); 
~l(x) = l(d(x)(b ® D) + b(x)(B ® B) + c(x)(B ® D) + 2a(x)(D @/})), 
(5.9) 
where Ay = y2(x) - yl(x). 
Taking into account that (Ay) 2 is a polynomial of degree ~<2 we conclude (by Lemma 2) that all 
the coefficients ~7,/~, g,d are again polynomials. Hence the Stieltjes function F(x) satisfies the Riccati 
equation (5.8) of the same structure as (5.5). Thus the corresponding polynomials Pn(X) are again 
LHP. 
Remark. Magnus proved [22] the invariance property of the LHP with respect o associative A+T 
transformations. Proposition 3 can be considered as some extension of the Magnus' result to generic 
rational spectral transformations. 
The Laguerre-Hahn polynomials of continuous argument are defined as those for which the 
Stieltjes function satisfy the ordinary Riccati equation [21] 
a(x)F'(x) = b(x)FZ(x) + e(x)F(x) + d(x), (5.10) 
where again a, b, c, d are polynomials. Clearly, the class of functions atisfying (5.10) can be obtained 
from the class of functions atisfying (5.5) by a limiting transition Y2 - Y~ ~ 0. Hence we arrive 
at the 
Proposition 4. A set of the LHP of continuous variable defined by (5.10) is invariant under the 
generic rational spectral transformations. 
Of course, this proposition can be also proved directly by substituting into (5.10) the function F(x) 
expressed via F(x). Note that for special cases of rational spectral transformations this proposition 
is well known (see, e.g., [24, 33]). 
6. Some special cases and examples 
The main property of LHP (Proposition 3) is their covariance with respect o rational ST (2.2), 
i.e., genetic ST of some LHP yields another LHP. Let us consider what happens when genetic 
rational transformation yields the same polynomials. This means in particular that the corresponding 
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Stieltjes function does not change under RT (2.2): 
A(x)F(x) + B(x) 
F(x) = C(x)F(x) + D(x)" (6.1) 
Hence F(x) is found as a root of the quadratic equation 
C(x)F2(x) + (D(x) - A(x))F(x) - B(x) = 0 (6.2) 
with polynomial coefficients. Maroni calls such SF 'second degree forms'. It is well known that 
among these solutions there are those corresponding to so-called Akhieser polynomials orthogonal 
on several intervals (or arcs) (see, e.g., [2, 3, 28, 30, 32] and references therein). Eq. (6.2) is well 
known as a starting point for studying Akhieser polynomials. Now from Proposition 2 we get the 
origin of these polynomials: 
Proposition 5. Generic OP corresponding to the second degree form (6.2) can be obtained under 
the condition of  invariance of a set of  orthogonal polynomials with respect o general ST  (2.2). 
It is interesting to consider separately linear and associated transformations leading to second 
degree forms. If we restrict ourselves with linear transformations only (i.e., C(x)= 0) then from 
(6.2) we find that the Stieltjes function 
B(x) 
F(x )  - -  (6.3) 
A(x)  - D(x )  
is an arbitrary rational function with the only condition ~(A + D) - 0(B)--- 1 for degrees of the 
polynomials (in order to provide needed asymptotic behavior of F(x)). It is well known that such 
Stieltjes functions correspond to finite-dimensional orthogonal polynomials having the measure con- 
sisting of finite number of discrete masses (see, e.g., [6]). We see that generic finite-dimensional 
orthogonal polynomials can be obtained under the invariance condition with respect o a chain of 
linear (i.e., GT and CT) spectral transformations. 
Another interesting class of the second degree forms is obtained when considering associated 
transformations from the classes A+T and A-T.  We already saw that these transformations are 
equivalent to (generalized) shifting of the recurrence parameters with possible adding arbitrary 
initial parameters (see (4.9 and 4.10)). Then invariance condition fi,=un, b,--bn leads to the 
polynomials with periodic recurrence coefficients U,+u = u~, b~+u = b~ (in generalized sense, i.e., 
periodicity takes place starting from n>>.j, j>~ 1). These polynomials were thoroughly studied by 
Geronimus [18] who derived the quadratic equation (6.2). The difference between the Geronimus 
and generic Akhieser classes of polynomials consists in the fact that for the Geronimus polynomi- 
als one has det IIRII =A(x)D(x) -  B(x)C(x)=_const. Obviously this is characteristic property which 
isolates Geronimus polynomials from another polynomials of the second degree form. 
Note that Maroni considered another characterizations of the orthogonal polynomials corresponding 
to the second degree forms [27, 28]. 
Another important special class of LHP are semi-classical polynomials (SCP) obtained when 
b(x) = 0 in (5.5). The semi-classical polynomials on non-uniform lattices can be characterized as
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well by existence of the following difference quation [23]: 
Wn(X )( )(X ) = O.(X )( JgP. )(X ) -- O.(x l )(x ), (6.4) 
where Wn(X), I2,(X), ~)n(X) are  polynomials of fixed degrees. 
In contrast o LHP, the set of the semi-classical polynomials is invariant only with respect o 
generic linear transformations: 
Proposition 6. Linear spectral transformations (3.1) transform any semi-classical polynomial into 
another semi-classical polynomial 
Proof. Put b(x)= C(x)= O. Then from (5.9) we find that b(x)= b(x)= O. This means that after lin- 
ear spectral transformation (i.e., C(x) = 0) SCP remains SCP but in general with another parameters. 
For the SCP on the linear (yl(x) =x, y2(X) =X -4- 1 ) and q-linear grids (yl(x) =x, y2(x) z qx) it is 
possible to obtain characterization theorems: all such SCP arise under so-called self-similar reductions 
of the chain of linear spectral transformations. For details see [37]. 
There are interesting consequences concerning possible spectral modifications of classical orthogo- 
nal polynomials. In particular, Askey raised the following question [4]: let Pn(x) be classical polyno- 
mials in discrete arguments ( ay, Meixner, Hahn, q-Racah, etc.). Add a discrete mass to the measure 
of these polynomials (to any possible point). Do the resulting polynomials obey a difference qua- 
tion of the second degree? (and find this equation if yes). Note that really Askey meant concrete 
example of Meixner polynomials with the mass added to x = 0, however generalization f the Askey's 
problem is straightforward. 
Recently a solution of the Askey's problem was found for the Meixner and Charlier and some 
other polynomials (see, e.g., [7, 8]). From our considerations we obtain general result: 
Proposition 7. Let P,(x ) be classical orthogonal polynomials in discrete variable. Then any polyno- 
mial obtained from Pn(X ) by means of a finite number of Christoffel and Geronimus transformations 
(in particular, by means of a finite number of Uvarov transformations addin9 arbitrary discrete 
masses to arbitrary points) are semi-classical ones and satisfy a second-order difference quation 
with polynomial coefficients. 
Proofi By the previous proposition, polynomials obtained from classical OP are semi-classical OP. 
All semi-classical OP are known to satisfy second-order difference quation with rational coefficients 
[22]. This proves the proposition. 
Note that for the case of semi-classical polynomials in continuous variable (whose Stieltjes function 
satisfy (5.10) with b(x)=_O) it was shown in [25] that adding a discrete mass to the measure leaves 
the polynomials in a set of semiclassical ones. In particular, in this case the polynomials atisfy the 
differential (instead of difference (6.4)) equation 
p,(x)P'(x) = f ,(x)P,(x) + gn(x)Pn_l(X), (6.5) 
where p,(x), f,(x), g,(x) are again polynomials of fixed degrees. 
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In order to get the difference quation explicitly we note that all semi-classical OP satisfy the 
following difference-difference relations [22, 23] 
P,(Yl) =X,P,(y2) + YnPn-l(Y2), 
P,-I(Yl ) = Z~P,(ys) + UnP,-I(Y2 ), (6.6) 
where Xn, Yn, Z,, U, are some rational functions of fixed degrees depending on x and Yl. The difference 
equation for the polynomials P,(x) is then obtained from the system (6.6) by excluding the terms 
P,-1. We will not write down this difference quation explicitly here (see, e.g., [22]) because the 
system (6.6) is more convenient for analysis. Note also that Eq. (6.4) is a trivial consequence 
of (6.6). 
Because of the recurrence r lation (1.1 ) the coefficients Z, and U, should be connected with X,, Yn 
by the formulas 
X, = U,+I + (Y2 - b,)Z,+l, Y, = -u,Z,+l. (6.7) 
The system (6.6) can be rewritten in the matrix form 
( P~(Yl) "~--M (Pn(Y : ) ) ,  (6.8) 
pn_t(yl) /I-- n \P,-I(Y2) 
where M, is 2 x 2 matrix (x. r. ] \ z. u. / " 
On the other hand, we can write down the expressions for the polynomials P,(x) in terms of P,(x) 
using (3.25) 
L(X) ~ (Vn(X)  ~ (6.9) 
P,_I(x)] L" \P,-1(x)J '  
where Ln is the matrix q" Note that the coefficients ~(x),t.(x) are obviously connected with Sn In " 
qn(X),rn(x ) by the recurrence formula (1.1). It is convenient also to write down the reciprocal relation 
Pn_,(x)/ \P,_x(x)] 
?. where L, = (~: ~, ). 
Then we get the relation 
?n(Yl) ~ =L,(yl)MnLn(Y2) ( ?n(Ys) 
Pn-I(Y,) ] \Pn-I(y2)J 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
which is nothing else than the difference-difference system (6.6) for the polynomials P,(x). The 
difference quation follows now directly from (6.11). 
Thus finding the difference quation for the polynomials P,(x) obtained from classical ones P,(x) 
by linear spectral transformations eeds the following procedures: 
1. Find the matrix M, for initial polynomials P,(x). This is equivalent to knowledge of the 
difference-difference relations and generally is well known for all the classical polynomials. 
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2. Find the matrices Ln and/~, for direct and reciprocal inear transformations. This procedure is 
generally more complicated. However we already know that all possible linear transformations can 
be presented as a finite superposition of Christoffel and Geronimus transforms. Hence we can start 
with determinantal formula (3.19) reducing it to a more convenient form (3.25). This procedure can 
be in principle algorithmized. 
3. Find matrix product of the matrices L,(y~ )M,L,(y2). This is elementary procedure. 
4. Get the difference quation from the system (6.11). This is also elementary procedure. 
Note that the Chebyshev polynomials Un(X)= sin(n + 1 )0/sin 0, x---- COS 0 are known to satisfy 
not only differential equation with respect o the argument x but also difference quation (see, e.g., 
[29]). Hence the Chebyshev polynomials are 'classical' with respect o both continuous and discrete 
argument. Assume that U,(x) are the polynomials obtained from U,(x) by means of finite number 
of CT and GT. Then the polynomials Un(X) are semi-classical with respect o both continuous and 
discrete arguments. This means, in particular, that they satisfy both differential (6.5) and difference 
(6.4) equations. There is one interesting case when the polynomials Lr,(x) remain classical with 
respect o some non-uniform lattice (being semi-classical with respect o other lattices). This case 
corresponds to the Askey-Wilson polynomials [5] depending on four parameters al, a2, a3, a4 
P~(x;ai)--C"4q~3 (q-"'gqn-l'alei4~'a'e-i¢ ala2,ala3,a a4 ;q;q (6.12) 
where 
C. = ( -  1 )" aT"(ala2; q)n(a la3 ;  q )n (a la4 ;  q).(gq-1; q). 
(9q-1; q2).(9; q2). (6.13) 
and x = - 2 cos ~b. It was shown in [37] that if 
al = q"', a2 = --  qn2, a3 = q,3+1/2, a4 z - -  qn4+l/2, (6.14) 
where nl, n2, n3, n4 are arbitrary integers then the Askey-Wilson polynomials Pn(x; ai) can be obtained 
from Chebyshev polynomials U,(x) by means of finite numbers of GT and CT. Hence we arrive at 
Proposition 8. I f  the parameters ai of the Askey- Wilson polynomials P,(x; ai) satisfy the conditions 
(6.14) then the polynomials P~(x;ai) are semi-classical in a sense of (6.5). In particular, these 
polynomials atisfy a second-order differential equation with polynomials coefficients. 
Moreover, it is clear that these polynomials belong also to the class of second degree forms. 
Indeed, Chebyshev polynomials are a very special case of such polynomials, and under any rational 
spectral transformation (including linear) the polynomial of the second degree form is transformed 
into another such polynomial. 
Note that if we restrict ourselves with polynomials of the second degree form which are also 
classical with respect o the ordinary differential operation then we get only some restricted Jacobi 
polynomials with half-integer parameters [9]. 
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